
 touch&move

electric driving support 
on all patient lifts



 Makes manoeuvring lighter and easier

 Reduces physical strain injuries

 Increases efficiency of caregivers

 Intuitive through (years of) 

 continued development

 Contributes to healthy working

THE BENEFITS OF TOUCH&MOVE

intuitive  touch&move 
driving support
touch&move is a unique, intuitive electrically powered drive 

that makes working with a patient lift easier and more pleasant. 

The push bar of a patient lift with touch&move driving support 

has sensors that measure the magnitude and direction of the 

force exerted on it. A gentle push against the bar is enough to 

set the additional wheel under the patient lift in motion, either 

forwards, backwards or sideways. That may sound technical 

but using it is very intuitive.

Watch our models 
and versions here

become exclusive   

client or partner



The GentleMOVE is a passive patient lift for moving patients safely and comfortably. 
GentleMOVE’s lifting arm travels in an arc. This rotating movement gives you an even 
greater range when the patient lift is driven from the front. This allows the patient to 
be positioned right at the back of the chair. The spread of the GentleMOVE’s legs is 
electrically adjustable, as are the high/low functions of the lifting arm.

GentleMOVE

MAXIMUM LIFTING WEIGHT   200 kg

The PowerMOVE is a passive patient lift for moving patients safely and comfortably. 
The mast allows a translational movement of the lifting arm. The patient is always 
lifted the same distance from the mast, regardless of height, and they can therefore be 
positioned very precisely. The PowerMOVE requires little maintenance and the spread 
of its legs is electrically adjustable, as are the high/low and tilting functions of the arm 
and spreader bar.

PowerMOVE

MAXIMUM LIFTING WEIGHT   200 kg

The SMOVE is an active patient lift (standing lift), providing the patient with comfortable 
support to get them from a seated to an upright position. Encouraging their own 
capabilities and the standing function are important aspects. The SMOVE has electrically 
adjustable legs that can be spread apart and a high/low function for the lifting arm.

SMOVE

MAXIMUM LIFTING WEIGHT   200 kg

The PowerMOVE Mini is a passive column patient lift. The PowerMOVE Mini is more 
compact than the PowerMOVE, thanks to its shorter arm and legs. This makes the 
PowerMOVE Mini highly manoeuvrable – ideal for smaller spaces. The mast allows a 
translational movement of the lifting arm. The patient is always lifted the same distance 
from the mast, regardless of height, and they can therefore be positioned very precisely.

PowerMOVE Mini

MAXIMUM LIFTING WEIGHT   150 kg



www.joyincare.com

  info@joyincare.com           +31 (0)341 - 76 80 80 

Industrieweg 47, 8071 CS Nunspeet, The Netherlands

  Made in Holland

JOYinCARE, for sustainable care 

JOYinCARE is all about making care more enjoyable. We do this by tackling physical strain step by step, from 
the source. Why? To keep care sustainable and affordable, both now and in the future, while maintaining

as much self-esteem as possible for the patient. Together with caregivers, patients and paramedics, 
we devise solutions for each unique need. We perform our work with a mission in mind:

We are JOYinCARE
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